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LaLique: 100 yearS at Wingen-Sur-moder

René lalique was already an accomplished and multi-faceted artist by the time he decided to build the 
Alsace Glassworks, shortly after the First World War. Recognised as the father of modern jewellery, 
and a master glassmaker renowned for the perfume bottles he produced in his facilities outside Paris, 
he was ready to set himself a new challenge: to make beauty more accessible.

The construction of the new glassworks - the first furnace was lit in automn 1922 - marked the beginning 
of a new stage in the process of rationalisation and transition to a genuine twentieth-century factory. 
The prejudice voiced by certain critics against industrial production methods did nothing to deter 
lalique from equipping the factory with all the modern equipment available: in the casting workshop, 
for instance, he used both the pressed glass process for the largest pieces and blew glass into the 
moulds with compressed air...

Glass tableware was a prominent element in René lalique’s production at Wingen-sur-Moder, and 
an art to which he brought originality and a new lease of life. He was also working hard on a series 
of architectural elements he was to present at the 1925 exposition des Arts décoratifs et industriels 
modernes. lalique’s production was growing steadily more diverse, and from 1935 onwards, his new 
creations were all sent to Alsace for production.

When René lalique died in 1945, his son, Marc, took over the business. His love of his profession 
coupled with considerable technical skills resulted in Marc lalique’s decision to renovate the production 
facilities and then, in the early 1950s, to replace glass by crystal - the contrast between transparency 
and a satin sheen effect gave crystal maximum expressivity and purity. 

Today, some 250 highly skilled men and women, including eight Meilleurs Ouvriers de France (Best 
craftsmen of France), perpetuate the lalique tradition at Wingen-sur-Moder, in a factory that has been 
enlarged and equipped with state-of-the-art technology in order to meet the challenges of the future.

The centenary exhibition will look back over the 100-year history of lalique in Alsace, focusing not 
only on creation and techniques, but also paying tribute to the glassmakers, glass cutters, potters, 
quality controllers, gas workers, directors and other specialists who have all played their part in this 
fabulous story.
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 rené LaLique, from jeWeLLery to gLaSS

René lalique’s artistic talent was clear from the start. At the age of 16 he was apprenticed to a master 
jeweller, but what interested him most was drawing, which he subsequently studied in england. On 
his return to France he enrolled for night school at the Arts décoratifs de Paris. 

After a period as an independent draughtsman working for the major names in the world of jewellery, 
René lalique acquired his own workshop in 1885 where he could give free rein to his vivid imagination. 
An avant-garde spirit, he brought fresh blood to the sources of inspiration and materials traditionally 
associated with the profession. Another major name in the Art nouveau movement, emile Gallé, 
recognised lalique as « the father of modern jewellery ». 

in the various workshops he occupied, particularly the premises in rue Thérèse close to the Place de 
l’Opéra, René lalique pursued his experiments. in 1892, he patented a high relief enamel, similar to 
pâte de verre, and soon began using small glass elements in his creations.

in 1898 lalique bought a property at clairefontaine, in the forest of Rambouillet, where he set up his 
first dedicated glass workshop. He began making small sculptures using the lost wax technique, and 
by a glass blowing technique whereby the glass was blown into a mould made of precious metal - 
usually silver - which adhered to the glass and became the piece’s setting.

Following René lalique’s encounter with the perfumer François coty, glass became a central feature 
in his work, and the way was paved for production on a much larger scale.  To this end, in 1909 he 
began renting a glassworks at combs-la-Ville, south-east of Paris, before purchasing the property four 
years later. Here he produced perfume bottles on a semi industrial scale, but also glasses, carafes, 
vases and other decorative objects. By espousing this technological and commercial revolution, lalique 
was truly in tune with the spirit of the times whereby Art and industry were striving to come together.
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the aLSace gLaSSWorkS, the height of modernity 

As his reputation as a glassmaker grew, shortly after the First World War René lalique decided to 
build a new factory in the northern Vosges region, taking advantage of the incentives offered by the 
French government to make the Alsace and Moselle regions « the showcase of France ». He was also 
aware that this is where he would find the skilled workforce necessary for his art, in a region whose 
glassmaking tradition went back to the Middle Ages.

lalique had begun by entrusting his projects to the Meisenthal glassworks, renowned for its collaboration 
with emile Gallé between 1867 and 1894, and the saint-louis crystalworks, whose exhibits at the 
expositions universelles were highly acclaimed. But disappointed by the unsatisfactory results, lalique 
decided to build his own premises. With the support of Alexandre Millerrand, future President of 
France, at that time commissioner general of the French Republic in strasbourg responsible for 
reorganising the former départements of Alsace-lorraine, he proceeded to purchase land in Wingen-
sur-Moder. The plot was close to the village station on the strasbourg-sarreguemines line, making it a 
relatively easy task to extend a specific line to reach the factory, thus facilitating the transport of raw 
materials and finished goods.

By becoming a manufacturer, no longer dependent on outside resources, and retaining his status as 
an artist, René lalique united the two essential factors of success. He succeeded in maintaining the 
right balance between the two, in no way « sacrificing spiritual interests to the demands of material 
requirements, or his prestige and convictions as an artist to the demands of industry ». This analysis 
made by Gabriel Mourey is valid for tableware and decorative objects, but lalique also ventured 
much farther than is frequently recognised into the industrial world. He produced laboratory glass for 
the leune glassworks, and documents dated 1922 indicate that he also produced flat glass.
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conStruction of the aLSace gLaSSWorkS

René lalique called upon the services of a newly qualified architect, charles edouard Mewès, the son 
of his friend charles Frédéric, renowned for his work on the Hotel Ritz in Paris. Various letters indicate 
that René lalique took an active interest in the construction, keeping a close eye both on the technical 
aspects and the costs. 

René’s son, Marc, and his son-in-law, Paul Burty-Haviland, were both solicited for their assistance on 
the project. Burty-Haviland sent a number of postcards to his wife, suzanne, describing the evolution 
of the construction up to the lighting of the furnace in automn 1922. Paul schweitzer, brother of 
the nobel Peace Prize winner, was the factory’s first manager, followed by Victor Burgun, a native 
of Meisenthal. Glassmakers, glasscutters, engravers and polishers were mainly poached from the 
neighbouring glassworks. The factory started up with a workforce of around fifty, which then tripled 
between 1924 and 1925 in the run-up to the exposition des Arts décoratifs et industriels modernes, 
before culminating at around three hundred by the outbreak of the second World War in 1939.
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making beauty acceSSibLe

« By making beauty accessible to the people, we improve the present and enrich the future ». in the 
words of edmond Haraucourt, curator of the Museum of cluny, « This is the theory that produced 
the reality of the Alsace glassworks ». René lalique himself expressed it in the following terms: « The 
people are the reservoir of the art of the future; we need to initiate them, instead of feeding them with 
the horrors that bear no resemblance to art. We need to introduce them to objects that will educate 
their eye, to popularize the notion of aesthetics. Art is too expensive, and that needs to change! »   

The result was obtained by the use of mechanical processes. in the words of René chavance: 
« Moulding was where lalique chose to innovate (...). And he made frequent use of compressed air, 
installed in a circular system around the furnace, which gave good results when used skilfully, while 
saving the workers from an arduous and unhealthy task. (...) lalique also used techniques such as acid 
etching and sand blasting.  
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mouLding techniqueS 
at the Service of architecture and decoration

in the early years, the Alsace glassworks focused on two main areas of production: tableware and 
architectural elements. in the company record detailing the moulds produced, the new factory clearly 
played a major role in preparing lalique’s participation at the 1925 exposition des Arts décoratifs 
et industriels modernes. The pieces produced for the exhibition included a number of glass panels 
featuring fountain motifs for the gateway of honour, which had wrought ironwork by the famous 
French ironworker, edgar Brandt. elements for the  Sources de France fountain, and for lalique’s own 
pavilion, were also produced in Alsace, and charles Plumet, the architect for the exhibition’s cour 
des Métiers, commissioned lalique to produce two bas-reliefs representing glassworkers and others 
illustrating potters, weavers and ironworkers.

it was at Wingen that René lalique produced glass elements for churches, notably for saint-nicaise 
in Reims and notre-Dame de la Fidélité in the town of Douvres-la-Délivrande in normandy. The 
factory produced panels featuring Blackbirds and Grapes (Merles et Raisin) for the Côte d’Azur 
Pullmann express that linked Paris and nice, and panels entitled Bacchantes and Pipers (Bacchantes 
et Joueurs de pipeau). The commercial catalogue also proposed a number of decorative glass panels, 
all produced at the Wingen site.
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diverSification

René lalique’s use of moulding techniques to enable a piece to be produced in greater numbers bore 
no resemblance to the practice of making cheap imitations of traditional shapes. For René lalique, 
each new series produced thanks to his use of moulds was a creation in its own right. The genius of 
lalique the artist combined with his constant research and technological insight was the key to the 
success of his creations of fine tableware.

initially, the combs-la-Ville factory continued to produce perfume bottles and decorative objects such 
as vases, statuettes and table centrepieces, but as from 1930 all these pieces were produced in 
Alsace, and from 1935 the new moulds were all sent to Wingen-sur-Moder.

Art critic léon Rosenthal recognised the beauty of the transparency that characterised lalique creations 
thanks to the natural qualities of glass, and praised the simplicity, symmetry and sobriety of their 
form: « lalique demonstrates perfect freedom in expressing these qualities, with a natural leaning to 
elegance rather than force, and a perpetual drive to invent. He can venture from the most audacious 
expression to the most light-hearted fantasy, without ever losing his sense of proportion. » 
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 and the Story goeS on 

seized by the government during the war, the factory’s production was considerably reduced. in 
1945, Marc lalique took the helm following the death of his father and proceeded to modernise the 
facilities. By the early 1950s he was ready to introduce crystal in place of glass, and his dynamic 
leadership took lalique to its status as one of the top crystal glassworks in France and the world. 

Brought up in the family tradition, Marie-claude lalique subsequently followed on from her grandfather 
and father. sensitive to the fashions and creative movements of the day, she too sought to combine 
tradition and modernity. she optimised the organisation of the workshops and diversified production, 
introducing lines of scarves, leathergoods, watches, china and bottles. 

After a period in the portfolio of the Pochet group, lalique was acquired by the swiss company, 
Art et Fragrance, now the lalique Group. The objective of President silvio Denz is to strengthen the 
brand’s name worldwide and increase production capacity. Whilst continuing to give pride of place 
to traditional skills, the factory has undergone major modernisation.

lalique is now present on six different markets: crystal, with new editions of historic pieces and 
contemporary creations by the in-house creative design studio; Jewellery; Perfume; the Home, with lines 
of furniture, light fittings and decorative panels; and Art, with its state-of-the-art production facilities at 
the service of contemporary artists. Wingen-sur-Moder now has two prestigious hotel restaurants that 
provide a showcase for the brand’s creations. Thanks to major investments in the production facilities, 
the lalique Group can look to the future with dynamic development prospects.
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from gLaSS to cryStaL

After France’s liberation, work began on reconstructing the factory and production was relaunched. 
in addition to tableware and decorative objects, lalique also went into production of laboratory glass 
for a period. But strategic choices had to be made in order to stand up to the competition, at which 
point Marc lalique chose to target the luxury market, and replaced glass by crystal. 

crystal is characterised by the presence of lead in its composition and distinguishes itself from glass 
by its refractive quality, which gives it its sparkle and by the ringing sound it makes when tapped. 
With the steady improvement in quality, the contrasts obtained between transparency and sheen, 
which René lalique in his day had sought to develop, became a distinguishing feature of the lalique 
hallmark.

By the time of the Art du verre exhibition held at the Paris Musée des Arts décoratifs in 1951, lalique 
had regained its past glory.
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betWeen tradition and modernity

Following in his father’s footsteps, Marc lalique continued to focus on tableware, producing pieces 
of considerable elegance and originality, whilst his contribution to the perfume industry focused pri-
marily on his collaboration with nina Ricci. From the 1960s, his designs of decorative pieces were 
increasingly stylised. Playing on the effects of matter, Marc lalique’s creations seemed to be sculpted 
in ice and decorated with frost.

like her father and grandfather before her, Marie-claude took her inspiration from nature. she also 
introduced a policy of development and diversification that the Pochet group continued in 1994, 
with collections of jewellery and perfume alongside the traditional lalique production.

A Design studio has now replaced the lalique family members. Historic pieces are still produced, 
sometimes in new sizes and colours. The sources of inspiration associated with lalique throughout 
its history - women, fauna and flora - are also featured in contemporary creations; and the lalique 
Art division puts its technical know-how at the service of 20th century and contemporary artists and 
designers.
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neW chaLLengeS

Marc lalique never ceased to develop and improve quality. He was particularly interested in the 
technical challenge represented by monumental pieces, and experimented with associating clear and 
coloured crystal, which led him to develop the double injection technique. He went on to extend the 
factory and introduce various new infrastructure and processes. 

On its acquisition in 2008 by silvio Denz, lalique entered a new phase of modernisation: the 
installation of a tank furnace improved both the quality of the crystal and productivity, and a state-
of-the-art mould-making workshop enables all moulds to be produced on site. A dedicated lost wax 
workshop gives pride of place to the technique that enabled René lalique to produce quite exceptional 
pieces. And a new logistics area optimises shipping from Alsace to customers worldwide. Most recent 
investments include a new polyacid polishing workshop and a new tank furnace.
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the LaLique muSeum

PRESENTATION
The lalique Museum opened in July 2011 in the village that remains the only site in the world for the 
production of lalique crystal. it presents the full panoply of lalique creation from the 19th century 
jewellery to the contemporary crystal pieces, not forgetting the perfume bottles and Art Deco objects.
There are prestigious lalique collections on show in many countries around the world. The lalique 
Museum has chosen to showcase all aspects of the artist’s work, giving pride of place to the glass and 
crystal pieces produced on site at Wingen-sur-Moder.

The fact that these works were actually created in the village chosen by René lalique to build his 
factory provides an excellent opportunity to look at the manufacturing techniques and the glassmakers 
themselves, whose know-how has been passed down from generation to generation. But the Musem 
also encompasses the production of René lalique’s successors, Marc and Marie-claude, and of the 
current creative team, thus broadening its scope to give an unprecedented vision of the lalique 
universe. 

THE LALIQUE MUSEUM, A PROJECT SUPPORTED BY THE LOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES
The lalique Museum is supported by the various local and regional government bodies: la Région 
Grand est, the conseil départemental du Bas-Rhin, the communauté de communes Hanau-la Petite 
Pierre and the commune of Wingen-sur-Moder; these bodies formed an inter-municipal association in 
2008 to manage the museum.

This association (le syndicat mixte du Musée lalique) financed the construction of the museum, with 
the French government and european Union also making major contributions. The lalique Museum 
has Pôle d’excellence Rurale and Musée de France status and has benefitted from various territorial 
funding initiatives for the Massif des Vosges region.
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PracticaL information

GeTTinG TO THe lAliQUe MUseUM

Musée lalique
Rue du Hochberg 
67290 Wingen-sur-Moder 

Getting to the museum without a car: get off at the station for Wingen-sur-Moder (strasbourg-sarreguemines-
sarrebruck line), it is then 20 minutes on foot.

cOnTAcT DeTAils

Musée lalique
Tél. +33 (0)3 88 89 08 14
info@musee-lalique.com
www.musee-lalique.com

MUseUM OPeninG HOURs DURinG THe eXHiBiTiOn

The temporary exhibition can be seen during the museum’s opening hours. 
June to 30 september: every day from 9:30 to 18:30
October and november: Tuesday to sunday, 10:00 to 18:00

PRice lisT FOR inDiViDUAls

Museum AND temporary exhibition:
Full price: 8€
Reduced price: 4€
Family ticket: 18€ (1 to 2 adults and 1 to 5 children less than 18 years old)
Free for those under 6 years old
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viSuaLS avaiLabLe for the PreSS

Manufacture en 1951
© coll. lalique sA

Halle verrière en 1924
© coll. privée

Manufacture en 1924
© coll. privée

Halle verrière dans les 
années 1950
© coll. privée

HisTORY

lAliQUe René
Flacon de parfum 
L’Idylle, 1911
© Karine Faby
coll. privée

lAliQUe René
calice Grappe
1902
© coll. privée

lAliQUe René
Ornement de corsage 
Papillons de nuit, 
© studio Y. langlois
coll. privée

René lalique
© coll. Musée lalique

lAliQUe BeFORe WinGen-sUR-MODeR

lAliQUe René
service Wingen, 1926
© studio Y. langlois
coll. privée

lAliQUe René
Panneau Le verrier, 1925
© studio Y. langlois
coll. privée

lAliQUe René
Vase Damiers, 1935
© studio Y. langlois
coll. privée

iTeMs PRODUceD in WinGen-sUR-MODeR

lAliQUe Marie-claude
Motif Zeila, 1989
© lalique sA

lAliQUe Marc
Tête de cheval, 1953
© lalique sA

lAliQUe Marc
lustre, 1951
© coll. Musée lalique

lAliQUe René
Rééd. en cristal du vase Bacchantes
modèle créé en 1927
© lalique sA

PORTRAiTs

Marc lalique
© lalique sA

Marie-claude lalique
à la manufacture
© Archives de la famille lalique

lAliQUe René
service Nippon, 1930
© studio Y. langlois
coll. privée
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VisUAls OF THe MUsee lAliQUe

Vue aérienne du musée lalique
© communauté de communes 
du Pays de la Petite Pierre

Musée lalique
© D. Desaleux - Musée lalique

Flacons de parfum
© Musée lalique

Table tactile
© Musée lalique

Taille
© K. Faby

Travail à chaud
© D. Desaleux

Travail à chaud
© D. Desaleux

Tamponnage
© K. Faby

KnOW-HOW
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contact 

Anne-céline Desaleux
Directrice adjointe
en charge de la communication
Musée lalique
Tél. +33 (0)3 88 89 08 14
communication@musee-lalique.com 


